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t’s hard to imagine Rome as it began – a
small town on the banks of the Tiber, at a
best guess founded in 753 BC – such is the
lasting shadow it has cast across the world.
At its height, the empire that bloomed
from the Eternal City boasted some 50 million
people and stretched from the Iberian Peninsula
to Northern Africa and Mesopotamia, making it
one of the greatest powers in world history.
Today, the Romans and the world they lived
in are a source of endless fascination – from
the intricacies of daily life (why were they so
obsessed with bathing?) and the pantheon of

gods and goddesses they worshipped, to the
visceral delights of gladiatorial games and a
colourful cast of political leaders – not to mention
the panoply of despots, murderers and tyrants.
Over the next 26 pages, we’ll be exploring
some of the biggest questions surrounding the
culture and workings of the Roman Republic
and the Empire that followed. What was so good
about being a Roman citizen, for instance? What
was a Vestal Virgin? And how many Roman
emperors actually died of natural causes? Turn
the page to begin a story that spans almost a
thousand years....
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What did Romans do to unwind? Turns out they weren’t all that
different to us when it came to having fun...
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POWER
GAMES AND
POLITICS IN

THE ROMAN
REPUBLIC
Before the Empire, there was the
Republic. Philip Matyszak explains
how it came about, how the Senate
worked, and why the whole mighty
edifice came crashing down
INTERVIEW BY CHARLOTTE HODGMAN
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Q: How and when did the Roman
Republic first come about?

The great orator Cicero (immortalised in
stone, right) served as consul in 63 BC – here
he’s delivering the first of his Catiline Orations
– in which he accuses senator Lucius Sergius
Catilina of plotting to overthrow the Senate
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A: The Roman Republic actually goes
through a series of phases, which
historians usually refer to as the early,
mid and late Republic. The early Republic
can be seen to begin in 509 BC, when a
group of Roman aristocrats get together
and overthrow the last king of Rome
– Lucius Tarquinius Superbus (Tarquin the
Proud). These aristocrats need the support
of the people in order to maintain this
new Republic, and so we end up with a
rather odd contrast of a democratic
republic that’s run by aristocrats. This
basically sets the tone for the Roman
Republic from then on.
It’s hard to tell which Roman
legends from the early Republic
are actually based in fact,
and which are essentially
self-aggrandising
stories made up
by the Romans
to convince
themselves about
their own history
later on. But by
the time we get to
the mid Republic,
which is basically

about the time of the Punic Wars [a
trio of wars fought between Rome and
Carthage from 264 BC–146 BC], we start
getting what you could call verifiable
history. And, of course, in some parts of
the late Republic, thanks to people like
Cicero, we can actually almost follow
events from day to day. This means we
have a clear idea of how the Republic
operated and what its constitutional
functions were.

Q: How was the
Republic structured?
A: Well, you had the Senate – in theory
not a legislative, but a purely consultative
body – which actually ran the show, and
was comprised of men from the aristocratic
(patrician) class. And you also have a lot
of democratic forums that, as the Republic
evolves, become more meaningless. The
highest positions of government were
held by two consuls who were themselves
elected from the Senate, and it was the
Senate that passed the laws.
But the early Republic experienced
huge issues of social strife – known as the
Conflict of the Orders – and a political
struggle as ‘ordinary’ Romans (plebeians)
struggled with the patricians for political
equality. Reconciling the dual goals of
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ROMAN REPUBLIC
Gnaeus Domitius Ahenobarbus
records Roman citizens in the
115 BC census

POWER FOR THE PEOPLE?
The Republic was governed on democratic principles, though that doesn’t mean everyone had a say...
SENATE

Ancient Rome’s governing and
advisory assembly

ELECTS

COMITIA CENTURIATA
Instituted as a military assembly
(est 450 BC)
COMITIA POPULI TRIBUTA
Assembly of all Roman people – plebeians
and patricians (est c357 BC)

ELECTS

QUAESTORS
Managed financial and administrative affairs

CONCILIUM PLEBIS
Principal assembly of the common people (est 471
BC; becomes Comitia Plebis Tributa after 287 BC)

ELECTS

TRIBUNUS
PLEBIS
Plebeian
representatives
(est 493 BC)

ORDINARY ROMANS
Plebeians - members of the lower social classes

SLAVES
No citizenship or rights - regarded as property

and had certain ranks in the Roman
aristocracy that were reserved only
for them. They got married by
particular religious rites, which were
separate from those of the general
population, and they tended to
represent the top families in Rome.
This is only really true of the early
Republic, though. In the later
Republic, the plebeians started
to gain more rights.

these two sections of Roman society
is probably the defining feature of the
early Republic.

Q: What was the difference
between plebeians and
patricians?
A: Patricians were, if you like, the
original aristocratic class of Rome,
30
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494 BC witnessed the
first secessio plebis – a
general strike in which
the plebeians ceased
working; it led to
creation of the role of
the tribuni plebis, the
first political posts
open to their class

Q: How did the Senate operate?
A: The Romans had something which
they called the Cursus Honorum,
meaning ‘course of honour’ – this
meant you started at the bottom as a
quaestor, the most junior member
of the Senate.
A quaestor’s role tended to be looking
after the financial affairs of a Roman
general in the field, supervising the
treasury, or some sort of administrative

role in financial matters. After this,
you could move up the ladder a bit,
depending if you were a pleb or a
patrician. The next step up was to
become an aedile – these were the
people who staged the Roman Games,
looked after public buildings and the
regulation of things like restaurants,
taverns and brothels. By the 5th-century
BC, the roles of tribuni plebis (tribunes
of the plebeians) had been introduced;
their job was essentially to represent
and protect the plebeian class – it was
the first political position to be open
to the plebeians.
Other roles included the praetors,
whose job was partly legal – an urban
praetor, for example, would have been
in charge of keeping law and order
in the city. Praetors could also take
charge of military affairs if a consul
was away fighting, which they often
were. And then we get to the consuls
themselves and this was, of course, the

rank that every Roman patrician was
gunning for.
Consuls were, by and large, war
leaders; a consul would come in, get
elected, sort out legislative affairs in
his first few months, and then take his
army out and try to conquer somebody.
Two consuls were elected each year with
each able to veto the other – the rule of
Roman government was that if people
couldn’t get on then nothing could
happen at all.
Then, every five years, two censors
were elected. This was a job normally
given to an older, experienced politician
who had been through the mill. His job
was firstly, as the name suggests, to keep
a count of the number of Roman citizens.
But secondly, he was also in charge of
the morals of the state.
It was the censor’s job, for instance,
to throw out any senators who
exhibited ‘unbecoming’ conduct.
Cato the Elder, who was elected to the
censorship in 184 BC, famously threw
out a man for kissing his wife in front
of his daughter. That’s perhaps a rather
extreme example, but it’s from trying
to prevent this kind of a lascivious
behaviour that we get the modern
word censorship. Censors also oversaw
aspects of state financing, including
major contracts.

“Two consuls were elected
each year with each able to
veto the other – the rule of
government was that if people
couldn’t get on then nothing
could happen at all”
Q: How did the actions of the
Senate affect the average
Roman citizen?
A: Roman law is the edifice upon which

most European law has been built, and
was based upon a very early set of laws
known as The Twelve Tables (see page
33). These were 12 statutes which formed
the basis for the laws accumulated over
the years.
Despite its bloody reputation, Roman
society was in some ways very civilised
– particularly in the city of Rome. There
was a rule, for example, that stated a
butcher was not to go more than three
steps away from his stall while holding
a knife. And an actor could sue his

audience for injury to his feelings while
booing. So plebeians did actually have
a great deal of legal protection. The
problem was that Rome had what
we might call a strong society and a
weak state.
Scythian philosopher Anacharsis
summed it up nicely when he said:
“Laws are spiderwebs, which catch the
little flies, but cannot hold the big ones.”
So, Roman laws were good at containing
ordinary Roman citizens, but the rich
and powerful could brush through them
as though they didn’t exist.

Q: How did women fit into
the Roman Republic?
A: When we look at the role of women,
there are two things to bear in mind.
The first is that Rome was an intensely
patriarchal and militaristic society. The
other, is that it’s evident from what we
know of Roman history, that women
bought into this pretty much 100 per
cent; there just isn’t a feminist movement
in Rome. Roman wives were meant to be
virtuous, obedient and produce the next
generation of Romans.
Although there are some signs that not
all Roman woman fitted so neatly into
that picture – Hortensia, daughter of the
1st-century BC Roman orator Quintus
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OFFICES

COMITIA CURIATA
Principal assembly during the first two decades
of the Republic (est pre-Republic)

PRAETORS
Judicial officers who administered Roman law
AEDILES
Looked after public buildings, games and other
government business

CONSULS
Highest elected political office of the
Republic, elected annually

PUBLIC ASSEMBLIES

CENSORS
Former consuls responsible for maintaining
census and supervising public morality

ADVISES

ROMAN REPUBLIC
IDEALISM TO DICTATORSHIP

THE TWELVE TABLES

Five key dates in the five and a half
centuries from the last king to first emperor

Created in 451 and 450 BC, and inscribed on bronze tablets, the 12 tables spelled out the rights
and responsibilities of Roman citizens. Here are some examples...

509 BC
Lucius Tarquinius Superbus, the seventh and last
king of Rome, is overthrown in an uprising led by his
own nephew, Lucius Junius Brutus. The king goes
into exile and a republic is established, with Brutus
as one of its first consuls.

451-50 BC
A struggle between the patricians (ruling class)
and the plebeians (‘common’ people) results in the
introduction of the Law of the Twelve Tables (see
p33), designed to protect the legal, social, and civil
rights of Roman citizens.

264 – 146 BC
A series of three conflicts – known as the Punic
Wars – are fought between the Roman Republic and
the Carthaginian (Punic) Empire. The Third Punic
War (fought between 149–146 BC) saw Carthage
defeated, the city destroyed and its territory – about
5,000 square miles – become a Roman province
under the name of Africa Proconsularis.

95 BC
The Lex Licinia Mucia is passed, a law ordering
the ‘investigation’ of Latin and Italian allies on
Rome citizen rolls – and allowing the prosecution
of anyone found to be falsely claiming
Roman citizenship. The law is held as a major cause
of the devastating Social War of 91-88 BC.
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44 BC
Roman dictator Julius Caesar is assassinated
at the Theatre of Pompey, in a bid by more than
60 high-ranking Romans to restore the power
of the Senate. His death triggers a series of
civil wars that will eventually see Caesar’s
great-nephew Octavian become Augustus,
Rome’s first emperor.

Upper-class women played no role in public life; the lower classes (and slaves) worked

“Fundamentally, it was the Roman army
that held the most power in Rome,
so it didn’t take long for politicians
to try and win the army over”
Hortensius, herself earned a reputation
as a skilled orator – women generally
had a very limited role in public life
and could not hold any official position
of political responsibility. The lives of
working-class women in the Republic,
however, were completely different to
those of the aristocratic woman we know
about, and lower-class women would
have worked for a living.

Q: Why did the Republic
ultimately fail and end?
A: If I could give you a definitive

Julius Caesar was murdered in
44 BC – stabbed by the
senators whose power he had
usurped – on the Ides of March

answer on why the Roman
Republic failed, I could probably
walk into a tenured professorship
tomorrow – there are so many
differences of opinion. But I can
share my own theory.
The Comitia Centuriata –
one of four separate peoples’
assemblies, which sat below the
Senate – met annually to elect
the consuls and praetors for the
next year. In the early years of
the Republic, this was a military
assembly, which saw the Roman
army vote for the consuls,
essentially choosing their war

leader for that year. Since the consul
would be the person to lead the armies
into battle, it’s quite reasonable in a
democratic republic that the army should
choose him. But in the later Republic,
we start to see a disconnect between
the consuls and the army, because by
that time, they had started fighting in
places like Syria, Spain and North Africa,
meaning that the peasant soldiery could
not get back to Rome to vote. This meant
that it was the Roman citizens who were
voting for what the army was going to do
and who would command it.
Fundamentally, it was the Roman
army that held the most power in Rome,
so it didn’t take long for politicians like
Sulla and Julius Caesar to try and win
the army over, offering it an alternative
to what other politicians wanted it
to do. And the result of this is the
Roman Empire, which was basically a
military dictatorship.

Q: How democratic was
the Republic?
A: Again, this is fiercely debated. Some
people argue that it was extremely
democratic; others point out that the
democratic institutions of the Roman

TABLE I

TABLE II

TABLE III

TABLE IV

PRELIMINARY
PROCEEDINGS FOR
COURT TRIALS
“If the defendant
attempts evasion or
takes flight the
plaintiff shall lay
hand on him.”

COURT TRIALS
“Whoever needs
evidence shall go
every third day to
shout before the
doorway.”

EXECUTION OF
JUDGMENT
“Unless the debtor
discharges the debt
adjudged or unless
someone offers surety
for him in court the
creditor shall take the
debtor with him.”

PATERNAL POWER
“If a father thrice
surrenders a son
for sale the son
shall be free from
the father.”

TABLE V

TABLE VI

TABLE VII

TABLE VIII

INHERITANCE
“Women, even
though they are of
full age, because of
their levity of mind
shall be under
guardianship…
except vestal virgins.”

OWNERSHIP AND
POSSESSION
“When a person
makes bond and
conveyance,
according as he
specified with his
tongue so shall be
the law.”

REAL PROPERTY
“Branches of a tree
shall be pruned
all around to a
height of
fifteen feet.”

TORTS OR DELICTS
“If anyone sings
or composes an
incantation that can
cause dishonour or
disgrace to another
... he shall suffer a
capital penalty.”

TABLE IX

TABLE X

TABLE XI

TABLE XII

PUBLIC LAW
“Whoever incites
a public enemy or
whoever betrays
a citizen to a
public enemy
shall be punished
capitally.”

SACRED LAW
“Women shall not
tear their cheeks or
shall not make
a sorrowful
outcry on account
of a funeral.”

SUPPLEMENTARY
LAWS
“There shall not
be intermarriage
between plebeians
and patricians.”

SUPPLEMENTARY
LAWS
“There shall be
introduced a seizure
of pledge against a
person who buys an
animal for sacrifice
and does not pay
the price…”

Republic had been captured by the
aristocracy, and the result is that it
wasn’t very democratic at all.

Q: How did Roman
citizenship work?
A: Citizenship was a major innovation
of the Romans. Athenians believed
that to be an Athenian, you had to be
born an Athenian – you could no more
become an Athenian than a cat could
become a dog. The Romans, however,
worked on the opposite principle.
Quite often, after conquering a city
they’d get the locals together in the

smoking ruins of their homes and
say: “Congratulations and welcome to
Rome, fellow citizens.” So, the Romans
were not only inclusive, but at times
forcibly inclusive.
They also came up with the interesting
innovation that you could be a citizen
of your own city and simultaneously
a citizen of Rome; this wasn’t an idea
that hadn’t occurred to anyone before.
Rome was actually built by conquering
the peoples of Italy and later of Gaul and
Asia Minor, making them part of the
population and turning them into
models of themselves until they
became more Roman than the Romans

themselves. The Italian Social War of
91-88 BC was triggered by Rome’s
refusal to grant citizenship to its Italian
allies. It’s the only recorded case in
history of the opposite of a war of
independence.
The Republic was also ruthlessly
expansionist, far more so than the
Roman Empire that followed. When
the Republic was formed, Rome was
fighting Veii, an Etruscan city so close
it now sits in the suburbs of modern
Rome. By the time the Republic ends,
it stretched from the banks of the
Euphrates all the way to the coast of
modern-day Portugal. d
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THE BURGEONING

ROMAN EMPIRE

After almost half a millennia of republic came five centuries
of empire – and some of the most famous and colourful
rulers in history. Trace a path through the dynastic
squabbles and murder plots...
WORDS: NIGE TASSELL
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Marble relief depicting Julius Caesar invading Britain – he did so twice, though the Roman conquest wouldn’t begin until AD 43, in the reign of Emperor Claudius
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he Roman Empire was by
no means the largest in
history: in fact 25 others have
occupied a larger land mass
either before or since. Yet
very few can boast as wide-reaching an
influence and impact. At its height, in the
second century AD, the Roman Empire
stretched all the way from Britain’s
Atlantic coast to Mesopotamia in the
east, and as far south as North Africa.
More than a fifth of the world’s estimated
population was under its governance.
Because of the meticulous recordkeeping of the Romans, a clear date
can be ascribed to Rome’s move from
republic to empire. By the first century
BC, the Roman Republic had been
firmly established for centuries, growing
from its roots as a minor city-state to
conquering and controlling vast swathes
of the Mediterranean basin, including
Italy, Greece, Iberia, Gaul (an area that
included modern-day France among
other regions), the North African coast
and parts of the Middle East.
The transition from republic to empire
was due in large part to the assassination
of Julius Caesar in 44 BC. Caesar was,
along with Crassus and Pompey, one of
the First Triumvirate that ruled the late
Republic, but after the former’s death
and the latter’s defeat in a civil war, he
took sole control. He was eventually
declared dictator perpetuo, or ‘dictator
for life’. It turned out to be a hollow
title, for his life was ended a little over a
month later, brutally curtailed by daggerwielding senators eager to uphold Rome’s
republican ideals.
Caesar was succeeded by a fresh
triumvirate, consisting of Mark Anthony,
Lepidus and Octavian, named in Caesar’s
will as his adopted son and heir. Octavian
thus saw himself as the rightful, single
leader. Another civil war ensued, with

Democracy didn’t end
with Augustus taking
power – this graffiti
found in Pompeii is
for an election

Octavian victorious. Afterwards, he
passed the laws giving him particular
constitutional powers. From 27 BC, he
would be known as Augustus, the first
emperor of the Roman Empire.
But it would be incorrect to suggest
that the switch from republic to empire
was an instant one. As historian
Philip Matyszak notes, after Augustus’s
ascension, “democracy didn’t really end”
but continued in a lively form in most of
the towns and cities of the empire.
“When we look at Pompeii and
the graffiti there, we can see there
were election campaigns going on,
and apparently genuinely contested
elections,” says Matyszak. “When
he became emperor, Augustus was
anxious to give the impression that the
life of the Republic continued as before.
It was only over the next century or so
that this became more and more of a
hollow charade.
“Augustus was keen not to tell everyone
they were subordinate to him. That was
what had got his adoptive father killed,
after all. Instead, he was known as the

princeps, the first citizen. While he argued
that he had no legal authority – although
in reality he did, as he had command of
several key provinces – Augustus was
second to none in his personal authority.”
The Senate still functioned, but Augustus
was definitely in control of government.

FROM CONQUEST TO PEACE

The world ‘empire’ is suggestive of
expansion and acquisition, of a landgrab that brought with it an increased
population and the growth of the
economy. However, there was relatively
little expansion of Rome’s physical
boundaries during the Empire.
“The Empire was largely in place by the
time of Augustus,” notes Matyszak. “The
huge conquests of Gaul and the Middle
East had been accomplished during the
generation before that. When we look
at imperial conquests, we’re looking at
Dacia [a region that’s largely within the
borders of Romania today] and at Britain.
Egypt can be considered a republican
acquisition because Augustus took it over
before he became emperor. So there

THE ROMAN EMPIRE
LEFT: Nero allegedly contrived an elaborate plot to ensure his
mother, Agrippina the Younger, died at sea; when that failed,
he hired assassins to kill her

FIVE NOTABLE EMPERORS
Of all the myriad rulers to take command of the Roman Empire,
these five made their mark for a variety of reasons

MAIN: One of the greatest challenges of Titus’s reign arrived
a few months into it: the eruption of Vesuvius in AD 79

AUGUSTUS (r27 BC – AD 14)

TRAJAN (rAD 98–117)

HADRIAN (rAD 117-138)

Augustus (formerly known as Octavian)
became Rome’s first de facto emperor
after the fall of the Roman Republic and
the defeat of Antony and Cleopatra at
the Battle of Actium. The era of Augustus
laid the groundwork for roughly 200 years
of relative peace across the Mediterranean
world – known as the Pax Romana. During
his reign, Augustus improved many
aspects of Roman life – from financial,
administrative and religious reforms,
to huge building projects and the
expansion of trade.

Selected and trained by his predecessor
Nerva, Trajan was a military commander
born in what it now Andalusia. He is
known for his generosity towards his
subjects and did much to increase social
welfare – including increasing the number
of poor citizens who received grain from
the state – as well as his building projects.
Under Trajan’s rule, the Empire expanded
as far as the Persian Gulf, while his conquest
of the Dacians, in AD 106 (and the riches he
brought home) is seen as one of the
defining events of his reign.

Cousin and successor to Trajan, Hadrian
visited nearly every province of the
Empire during his reign, including
Britain in AD 122, consolidating imperial
power. Hadrian’s passion for architecture
and building can be seen in building
projects throughout the Empire,
including Hadrian’s Wall in Britain, and he
established cities throughout the Balkan
Peninsula, Egypt, Asia Minor, and Greece.

CONSTANTINE I
(rAD 306–337)
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AURELIAN (rAD 270-275)
Despite ruling for just five years, Aurelian
reunited the fragmented Roman Empire
following his conquest of the Palmyrene
Empire in AD 273 and the Gallic Empire
in AD 274 – for which he earned the title
‘Restorer of the World’ – towards the
end the so-called Crisis of the Third
Century. The crisis had seen the Empire
nearing collapse from barbarian invasions,
political instability, as well as civil wars
and rebellions, and split into three
competing states.
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Acclaimed Western emperor from
AD 306 (though he wouldn’t take
full control until AD 312) and then
sole emperor from AD 324 BC, after
defeating the Eastern emperor Licinius.
Constantine was the first Roman
emperor to convert to Christianity,
on his deathbed. In AD 313, he issued
the Edict of Milan, which legalised
Christianity and allowed freedom of
worship throughout the Empire. Some
historians have questioned whether
Constantine’s conversion to, and
support of, Christianity was a political
rather than personal decision, and a
way of keeping the Empire under his
control. Nevertheless, his decision to
stop the persecution of
Christians is seen by many
as a turning point in early
Christian history.

are few really major expansions during
the Empire.”
As the first ruler of the Julio-Claudian
dynasty, by securing Rome’s borders,
Augustus brought a sense of peace and
prosperity after a period of political
turmoil and upheaval. This prolonged
time of stability became known as the
Pax Romana. Not only did Augustus
lay the metaphorical foundations of
the Empire, he also commissioned a
substantial programme of building
works, including the construction of the
first Pantheon. He himself declared that
he had “found Rome a city of clay but left
it a city of marble”.

FOUNDING A DYNASTY

On his death in AD 14, Augustus was
succeeded by his stepson Tiberius,
who lacked the vision of his father.
The remaining emperors of the JulioClaudian dynasty were also pale shadows
of the first emperor when it came to
civic duty. Tiberius’s great-nephew
Caligula succeeded him, but his four-year
reign is remembered for his infamous
predilection for sadism and cruelty. Next
came Claudius, who was definitely an
improvement on Caligula. He was a fine
administrator, with an ambitious eye;
the Roman conquest of Britain began
during his reign.
If Pax Romana described the
relatively settled state of the wider

“The remaining emperors of
the Julio-Claudian dynasty
were pale shadows of Augustus
when it came to civic duty”
Empire across several generations, the
political machinations in Rome itself
were decidedly tempestuous. The JulioClaudian dynasty ended with the suicide
of Claudius’s successor, his great-nephew
Nero, who was one of the Empire’s most
brutal leaders – a man who ordered the
murders of both his mother and his
first wife, and whom Romans popularly

RISE AND FALL A timeline of the Roman Empire

believed actually started the Great Fire
of Rome in AD 64.
A period of deeper unrest then ensued,
with Rome descending into a series of
power struggles; the year AD 69 would
see no fewer than four men declaring
themselves emperor. The subsequent
Flavian dynasty – Vespasian, and his
sons Titus and Domitian – then returned
peace and stability.
Although his rule lasted just two
years, Titus was a particularly effective
emperor, one forced to show great
leadership in the face of disaster and
adversity, namely the eruption of
Mount Vesuvius in AD 79, which buried
Pompeii and Herculaneum under a rain
of volcanic rock and ash, and a second
major fire in Rome the following year.
Further growth, expansion and
prosperity came with the dawn of the
Nerva-Antonine dynasty in 96 AD.

27 BC

AD 43

AD 64

AD 79

AD 80

Augustus, the greatnephew and heir of
Julius Caesar, takes
power, becoming Rome’s
first emperor and ending
the Roman Republic –
which had existed for
nearly five centuries

The conquest of Britain
begins. The province
of Britannia would be
part of the Empire for
367 years, but it took
30 years for the island
to come under Roman
rule – bar the far north

A great fire destroys
much of Rome. Emperor
Nero blames the
Christians for the
disaster and has many
of them killed

Mount Vesuvius, a
volcano near modern
Naples, erupts and
buries the cities
of Pompeii and
Herculaneum in ash

Construction of the
Colosseum is completed
in Rome. This grand
amphitheatre, the heart
of entertainment in the
Empire’s capital, was
the largest of its kind
ever built and could hold
50,000 spectators
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IGNOMINIOUS ENDS

HOW LARGE DID
THE EMPIRE BECOME?
The Roman Empire its greatest
extent in AD 117

Nerva, and the four emperors who
followed him, presided over an extremely
settled period. This was the high-water
mark of the Empire, with Trajan, Hadrian,
Antoninius Pius and Marcus Aurelius
truly consolidating Rome’s power. Now
controlling the entire Mediterranean
coastline, the Empire covered a territory
of nearly two million square miles.
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HEADING TO A SEPARATION

The history of the Roman Empire is an
undulating one, with extended periods
of stability counterbalanced by times
of great chaos and disorder, often
featuring emperors being assassinated
before their allotted time. After the
Nerva-Antonine dynasty came to a close
with the demise of Marcus Aurelius’s
successor Commodus (he was strangled
in his bath), the Year of Five Emperors
saw another multilateral struggle for

“The empire was too unwieldy,
too large, to be wholly
governed by one central
government from Rome”
power, resulting in the Severan dynasty
from AD 193 onwards. This latest lineage
saw expansion into Africa, as well as the
extension of Roman citizenship to all free
men across the Empire – although this
measure may have had less to do with
noble intentions and more to do with
raising Rome’s taxation income.
Political in-fighting – often resolved
by assassination – dragged the Empire
into more chaos and into a period known

RISE AND FALL The timeline continues...

Being a Roman emperor could
be a dangerous business…

5
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as the Crisis of the Third Century, or The
Imperial Crisis, which lasted from AD 235
to 284. This was a time of perpetual civil
war as a procession of military leaders
vied to become emperor. The Empire
effectively split into three, before being
reunified by Aurelian in AD 274. But
this unification lasted little more than
a decade; the Empire was too unwieldy,
too large, to be wholly governed by one
central government from Rome.
Enter Diocletian: Aurelian’s successor
first appointed Maximian as his coemperor in AD 286 and then, in AD
293, created the Tetrarchy, in which
governance of the Roman Empire
(though not the Empire itself) was split
into East and West, each managed by
a senior emperor (an augustus) and a
junior emperor (a caesar).

ACT OF DOMINATION

Diocletian’s rule is significant in another
way. His radicalism saw the term dominus
(master) added to the emperor’s title. This
was a major shift in how the emperor
viewed himself, a clear stepping-away
from the idea of the Principate. The
remaining life of the Roman Empire
was now defined as the Dominate. “In the
first half of the Empire, the emperor is
known as the first citizen,” explains
Matyszak. “He’s increasingly seen as the
person who sets the tone for the Empire.
Then, in the second half of the Empire,
the emperor becomes god of his domains.
He is suddenly unquestionable. His
word is law.”
The parts of the Empire were often
governed separately from one another,

DIED IN
BATTLE
OR FROM
THEIR
WOUNDS
Thomas Cole’s ‘Destruction’
shows a sack of an ancient
city – an imagining of
Rome some have suggested

but not always. In AD 324, Constantine
the Great defeated his co-emperor
Maxentius to become sole ruler of
both East and West. His rule was also
significant for decreeing that religious
tolerance be upheld towards Christianity.
Indeed, the presence of Christianity has
often been cited as a major contributory
factor towards the ultimate fall of the
Western Roman Empire, at odds with
the broad paganism that this half of the
empire was largely living by.
Plus, the Western Roman Empire
was in military and economic disarray
compared to its counterpart in the east.
The latter would survive for a further
thousand years. The western half,
however, is usually given a date of death
of AD 476, the year that the rule of the
final emperor ended.
“The Empire had been steadily falling
under the control of barbarian warlords
for many years,” says Matyszak. “The
last Roman emperor was Romulus
Augustulus, who was basically a
figurehead. The state was being run by a
German barbarian called Odoacer, who

decided there was no need for
an emperor of the Western Roman
Empire. So they exiled him. That
tells you something of how
diminished the role of Roman
emperor was by that point. They
didn’t even bother killing him.”

A SLOW DEATH

Despite the AD 476 date, there was no
great fall of empire, no sudden,
cataclysmic event that marked an
absolute end-point. “If you were to tell
somebody in AD 476 that the Roman
Empire had just fallen, they would have
looked at you as if you were mad. People
were still going to the voting booth to
choose the public officials for the year.
They were still going to the arena to
watch the chariot races. For them, life
just carried on as usual. The date of AD
476 was dreamed up by historians in
the early modern era.” For an empire
that redefined the idea of civilisation
and society, it was an ignominious end.
“Rome didn’t so much fall, as gradually
collapse and fade away.” d
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EXECUTED OR
MURDERED

AD 117

AD 165

AD 193

AD 235

AD 293

AD 324

AD 380

AD 395

AD 455

AD 476

Under Emperor Trajan,
Rome’s territory is at
its largest – spanning
from Iberia to
Mesopotamia and
from Britain to Egypt

A plague is brought
to Rome by soldiers
returning from the
Near East that kills an
estimated five million
people. Historians
believe the cause
was smallpox

After the murder of
Emperor Commodus,
five men claim the
imperial title. Septimius
Severus would be the
final victor, founding the
Severan dynasty

The Crisis of the Third
Century begins – a
period where Rome
suffers invasions, plague,
an economic recession
and many short-lived
emperors, all fighting
to rule

Diocletian puts an end to
Rome’s crisis and divides
governance of the
empire into four. Known
as the Tetrarchy, four
men ruled the Empire,
two in the West and
two in the East

Constantine the Great,
the first emperor to
convert to Christianity,
reunites the Empire
again and becomes the
sole emperor

Emperors Gratian,
Valentinian III and
Theodosius I issue the
Edict of Thessalonica,
declaring Christianity the
only official religion in
the Roman Empire and
ending state support
for polytheism

Theodosius I dies, having
become sole emperor in
AD 392. At his passing,
governance of the West
and the East is split
between his two sons,
never to be united again

The Vandals, a
Germanic tribal
people, sack Rome.
The once great city is
systematically plundered

The final emperor in
the west, Romulus
Augustulus, is ousted
during a revolt of
Germanic ‘barbarians’.
This is considered by
some as the fall of the
Roman Empire
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THE INVENTIVE ROMANS

WHAT DID THE ROMANS
EVER DO FOR US?
The Romans were known for being inventive and many of their
creations are still used by us today. Here are some of the
ways that the Romans changed the world

ROADS
All roads leads to Rome, or so the saying goes. The Romans may
not have invented the road, but they perfected them and created
highways that are still in use today. These paved, strong – and usually
straight – roads connected the Roman Empire, improving trade and
communication links as well as making it easier for the army to move
around. Rome had 29 highways leading from it at the Empire’s peak.

WORDS: JONNY WILKES & EMMA SLATTERY WILLIAMS

THE CALENDAR

PLUMBING
One thing the Romans are well-known for is their plumbing, particularly the great
aqueducts that carried water into towns – a major engineering feat – and huge
sewers, such as the 6th-century BC Cloaca Maxima in Rome, that took waste out of
the city. Aqueducts used gravity and the natural slope of the land to transport fresh
water downhill from streams and lakes often located some distance away.
Aqueducts supplied farms, mines and (of course) the
ubiquitous Roman baths. This is the Pont du Gard,
which carried an aqueduct in southern France

Twelve months, a 365-day year (with a leap
year every four years) and the names of the
months themselves – we owe them all to
the Romans. Ancient Romans had followed
a ten-month year of 304 days up until c713
BC, when the extra two months (Januarius
and Februarius) were added, but it
wouldn’t be until 45 BC that the 365-day
year was introduced by Julius Caesar.
Later, the months Quintilis and Sextilis
were renamed Iulius (July) and Augustus
(August) in honour of Caesar and his heir.

ROMAN NUMERALS
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If all roads lead to Rome, they’ll eventually take you to the Forum and the Temple of Vespasian and Titus

CONCRETE

SURGICAL TOOLS

The Romans understood that concrete
was much easier to build with compared
to brick and stone, and far less expensive
than marble – the favoured material of
the Greeks. They also figured out both
how to set concrete quickly, and how to
get it to set underwater – vital for
aqueducts and harbours. The Colosseum
is made from this quick-drying composite,
a mix of quicklime, seawater, volcanic
ash and sand.

Roman medicine, in many respects,
laid the foundations for that which came
after. The Romans developed many
precision instruments for use in surgery
– forceps,
scalpels
and catheters
have all been
found in Roman
ruins. Physicians
would have
learned much
of their craft
from tending
to wounded
gladiators.

The bound books of the Roman era would
evolve into medieval tomes like these

BOUND BOOKS
LEFT: The latrines
at the baths in
Leptis Magna, one
of the prominent
cities of the
Carthaginian Empire
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This Roman calendar covers an
entire year – listing the number of
days, agricultural work to be done and
festivals to be celebrated in each month

We can see Roman numerals all around
us – on monuments, clock faces and, to
add a degree of gravitas, in the titles of
monarchs and movie sequels. It seems the
Romans adopted the numerical system
used by the Etruscans, although they
chose to read from left to right rather
than right to left like their predecessors.
Numerals didn’t end with the Romans,
either: the M (1,000) wouldn’t be added
until the Middle Ages.

The Pantheon, the former Roman temple now used
as a church, is a testament to concrete – that's what
its unreinforced dome is made of

Ancient civilisations have been writing
for thousands of years but it was the
Romans who first decided to swap the
scroll for a bound ‘book’. Known as a
codex, they were easier to read than
long scrolls and allowed large volumes
of information to be carried around.
These books were often made of pages
of animal skin parchment.

Legendary physician
Iapyx tends to
wounded Aeneas,
the Trojan exile cast
as an ancestor of
the founders of
Rome: Romulus
and Remus

THE ROLE OF SLAVERY
Slave markets – as shown
in this engraving – were a
staple of most Roman towns

Slaves who farmed produce,
like the wares at this fruit
market, were treated terribly

SLAVERY IN
ANCIENT ROME
Whether you worked in the mines or as a concubine, life
as a slave could be thoroughly unpleasant. Delve
into the dangerous world of forced labour...
WORDS: NIGE TASSELL
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T

he Roman Empire was hugely
dependent on forced labour.
It was a key foundation on
which Rome’s power, wealth
and influence was built. A
great many slaves were set to work in
menial and manual jobs – including
agriculture, mining and construction.
As historian Philip Matyszak explains,
these types of jobs could be particularly
brutal. “Being sent to the mines was
a drawn-out death sentence,” he says
“They worked in very dangerous, very
unhealthy conditions lit by oil lamps,
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constantly breathing in fumes. They
worked in a state of acute misery.”
Unfortunately, those working above
ground in agriculture fared little better.
“They were treated by the farmers as
part of the livestock; offered as much
compassion as was given to the cattle,
the sheep and the goats.”

A SYMBOL OF STATUS

Some slaves, however, undertook work
in what would now be considered
white-collar jobs, such as teaching or
accounting. For instance, middle-class

Roman families, in their admiration
of Greek culture, would often seek out
educated slaves from Greece as home
tutors for their children. Slaves from lands
deemed to be of lesser cultural worth,
such as Britain or Germany, were generally
less attractive when it came to work that
carried with it a level of responsibility.
That educated people could be put
into slavery illustrates the idea that a
large swathe of the population could be
susceptible to a life – or a good few years,
at least – in servitude. “Anyone could be a
slave,” says Matyszak. “It was one of those

misfortunes that could happen,
like getting a terrible illness. You could
decide to go off and visit a temple in
Greece, get caught by pirates on the
way and end up in the olive fields in
north Africa. It was something that
could happen to a lot of people.”
And piracy was just one way in which
people became ensnared in slavery.
Any child born to a slave mother would
automatically become a slave – regardless
of the social standing of their father.
There were also plenty of instances of
free children being sold into slavery in
order to improve a family’s financial
circumstances or settle a debt.

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Under Roman law, slaves were considered
property. As with personal possessions,
the wealthier you were, the more
slaves you owned and the higher your
social standing. The most prosperous
households owned slaves for every
imaginable purpose, purchased at the
slave markets found in almost all Roman
towns. Whether a slave was needed for
cooking, for childcare or as a concubine,
during the late Republic at least, supply
was high and trade was brisk.
Many slaves hailed from the territories
into which the Roman Republic had
expanded: a large proportion of these
were former enemy soldiers, spared
execution in return for spending the rest

of their days in forced labour. According
to Matyszak, it would be fair to suggest
that certain military campaigns were
effectively recruitment drives for slaves:
“Some of the Republican wars in Greece
almost translate as huge slave-raiding
expeditions. The sack of Epirus, in 167 BC,
for instance, ended with some 150,000
people enslaved.” With the vast majority
of Rome’s geographical expansion
occurring during the days of the Republic,
the early era of the subsequent Empire –
the relatively stable period known as Pax
Romana – saw this supply line very much
dwindle. Accordingly, legislation was
introduced to further limit the ability of a
slave to find freedom.
Devoid of legal rights, certainly during
the Republic, slaves were subjected to
whatever punishment their owners
meted out. Disobedience was met with
brutal treatment that was often violent –
and potentially fatal. For instance, in the
event of a slave murdering his master, the
punishment had dire consequences for
the late owner’s other slaves, all of whom
faced execution too.
Certain slaves – particularly those
working in more prestigious roles – could
develop a close relationship with their
owner, which sometimes resulted in the
slave being freed. This was the experience
of Tiro, who worked as Cicero’s secretary
for many years. The goodwill of slave
owners was rare, though. Many slaves
who were freed only did so by saving
up any modest income – such as money
given to them by their master for small
personal expenses – and buying their
way out of servitude.
While escaping from forced work was
almost exclusively an individual pursuit,
there are examples of slaves rising up
against the system, either against their
own master or in organised rebellions.
The most famous rebellion was led by
the Thracian gladiator Spartacus in
73 BC in one of the Servile Wars (see
box right). It’s believed that Spartacus
was killed in battle, while the surviving
6,000 slaves who had followed him
were crucified, their bodies gruesomely
strung up along a road called the Appian
Way. The normal balance of power had
been restored. d

FIGHTING THE STATUS QUO
In 73 BC, a gladiator in Capua called
Spartacus began a slave rebellion that
shook the very heart of Rome
Very little is known for certain about Spartacus, but
the records do show that he was sold into slavery
to a gladiatorial school in Capua, 16 miles north of
Naples. He may have come from Thrace and could
have fought in the Roman Army – it’s believed that
the name Spartacus may have been given to him
once he was enslaved.
Spartacus escaped captivity in 73 BC, along with
70 other slaves. Together, they made their stand on
Mount Vesuvius, defeating the forces sent to deal
with them. This victory inspired other runaway slaves
flocked to their side – it’s estimated that Spartacus’s
army numbered 100,000 at its peak. Initially Rome
didn’t take what it saw as a minor revolt seriously,
but after a number of victories, General Marcus
Licinius Crassus was sent to put an end to what
would become known as the Third Servile War.
By 71 BC, Crassus had defeated the slave army
and 6,000 surviving rebels were crucified. Spartacus
is believed to have been killed in battle, but his
body has never been found. Although Spartacus
was ultimately unsuccessful, his attempt to rid the
Republic of slavery went on to inspire reams of
books, films and television shows, as well as others
hoping to instigate revolutions.

THE TERRIBLE WORLD OF WORK

Kirk Douglas played the eponymous
slave in the 1960 film Spartacus

From eating poison to life in chains, slave jobs could be awful
AGRICULTURAL SLAVES

Agricultural slaves toiled in the fields and
endured terrible conditions. As well as being
worked to the bone and malnourished, they
were also commonly chained up and forced
to sleep in ergastula (prison barracks).

PRAEGUSTATOR (FOOD TASTER)

Roman feasts boasted flowing wine, sumptuous
dishes – and the threat of poison. In the imperial
household, a praegustator would sample all the
delicacies before they touched the emperor’s lips,
to make sure they weren’t poisoned.

NOMENCLATOR (NAME CALLER)

At parties, feasts and political functions, a
nomenclator’s job was to tell their master
the name of whomever they met, so they
would be saved the embarassment of not
recognising who they were speaking to.
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ROMAN SNACKS

ROMAN

FOOD AND DRINK
What could you expect to find on the
average Roman’s dining table?
WORDS: EMMA SLATTERY WILLIAMS

BIRDS

Meat was an unusual sight in Ancient
Rome. Fish and poultry were far
easier to come by and any bird was
game to be eaten. Peacock and
flamingo would often be served at
the banquets of the upper classes, as
were chicken, geese and pheasant –
all out of reach for poorer Romans.

DORMICE

The dormouse was considered a
delicacy in Ancient Rome. Kept in
special pots to encourage them to
fatten during hibernation, they
would be served as an appetiser or
dessert – stuffed with nuts and pork
and dipped in honey. The rodents
were often served to impress at
feasts, as they indicated that the
host was wealthy.

GARUM

This fermented fish sauce was
the ketchup of the Roman world.
Recipes suggest it was made from
brine and the crushed intestines of
large fish such as tuna and whole,
smaller fish such as anchovies. A
whole industry sprung up around
this prized condiment – towns like
Pompeii gained a new significance
for providing this favoured sauce.

WHAT ABOUT

FAST FOOD?

GETTY IMAGES X10

Fast food is not a modern concept.
Thermopōlium were shops where
you could buy a quick meal, but
they often had a bad reputation and
were mainly frequented by those
who did not have their own kitchens.
The name means 'somewhere where
something hot is cooked' and they
would typically serve spiced wine,
meat and cheese.
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POSCA

For the majority of Roman citizens,
wine was off the menu. The lower
classes, slaves and soldiers had to
put up with a mixture of sour wine or
vinegar, spices and water known as
posca. This beverage was hailed as
the fuel behind the superiority and
endurance of Rome’s legions.

PULS

A staple dish consumed by the
Romans was puls – a pottage or stew
made of farro (boiled grains) and salt.
Those who could afford to could add
vegetables, cheese or seasoning to
this simple meal, which would have
been consumed by the majority of
the lower classes.

HOUSING AND HYGIENE

HOME IS WHERE
THE BATH IS
What were Ancient Romans’ houses like, and why
were they obsessed with bathing? Take a tour
of a Roman villa and bathhouse
WORDS: EMMA SLATTERY WILLIAMS

water – often waste water from the
bathhouses – ran through these trenches
to clear them, technically making them
the first flushing toilets. In lieu of toilet
paper, the Romans used a sponge called
a xylospongium, which sat in a tub of
water, ready for the next user.

SQUEAKY CLEAN

Hygiene in Ancient Rome was a serious
matter. “Romans regarded being
smelly as the mark of a barbarian,”
says historian Philip Matyszak. Instead

“Public latrines normally
consisted of long wooden
benches over a trench with
holes cut into them”

of using soap to clean themselves, the
Romans would bathe and then cover
themselves with oil, which they scraped
off with an instrument called a strigil,
removing any dirt and sweat.
Unlike today, personal hygiene in
Ancient Rome was far from a private
event. As Matyszak explains: “Bathing
was regarded as a communal exercise, so
you bathed in public. When you got up
in the morning and went to the latrines,
you did your business sitting next to
somebody, exchanging the gossip.”
Some took socialising in the latrines to
extreme lengths: “The poet Martial noted
a particular man who he said hung
around the latrines all day, not because
he was sick, but because he wanted a
dinner invitation.”
Bathhouses were the social hubs of
Roman society; at one point, there were
more than 900 bathhouses in Rome, and
the huge Baths of Diocletian could hold
3,000 people. That’s not something to
be sniffed at. d
ea
Turn the page to tak a
tour of a Roman vill
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W

hen you think of
Ancient Rome, you
probably picture
expansive villas and
exotic bathhouses.
However, the majority of citizens weren’t
lucky enough to call these grand villas
home. Instead, the lower and middle
classes, especially in cities, lived in
cramped buildings similar to modern
apartments, known as insulae. These
consisted of living spaces for many
families with shops and businesses
on the ground floor. As well as being
crowded and far from private, these
communal homes were a breeding
ground for disease. The insulae normally
had at least five floors, and they were
often made of cheap timber and mud
bricks. Fires and collapses were common.
Unlike apartments today, where the
top floor or penthouse is normally the
most luxurious space, in the insulae
the opposite was true. The higher floors
tended to be smaller and only accessible
via rickety, narrow staircases. This put
residents at greater risk if a fire broke out.
Waste from the insulae was dumped
on the streets, and fresh water could only
reach those on the lower floors. Few were
lucky enough to have their own toilet
in their home, so most people used the
public latrines.
There was no privacy here either.
Public latrines normally consisted of
long wooden benches over a trench
with holes cut into them. Running

Insulae in Ancient Rome were home to many poorer families (above), who lived in cramped and unsanitary
conditions. Most did not have private toilets, so residents needed to use communal public latrines (left)
SEPTEMBER 2020
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HOUSING AND HYGIENE

The Great Bath in the Roman
Baths in the city of Bath.
Visiting a bathhouse was
seen as a social activity

INSIDE A ROMAN VILLA

ARCHITECTURE

Explore the rustic country houses of well-off Roman families

Roman villas typically had
tiled roofs supported by
stone pillars. This method
of construction gained
popularity and soon
spread across the Empire.

THE PERISTYLIUM

These courtyards allowed
city dwellers to create
gardens within the walls
of their home. They could
contain ponds, flowers
and shrines to the gods.

THE CULINA

Slaves prepared their
master’s meals in this
room, which would
usually be small and
poorly ventilated.
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ROMAN BATHS
The bathhouse in Ancient Rome
was the place to be – and not
just for having a wash

THE TRICLINIUM

Used for formal dining,
these were often the most
decorative and impressive
rooms in the villa. The
Romans liked to recline
on pillows while eating.

THE CUBICULUM

SLAVE QUARTERS

Domestic slaves didn’t have
their own rooms – those
who worked in the kitchens
slept there, while personal
slaves slept outside their
master’s rooms.

MOSAICS

E Although they’re beautiful to look
at, Roman mosaics were first intended
as durable floors: practicality came
first. Influenced by Greek examples,
Roman mosaics were painstakingly
put together using geometric cubes of
stone and ceramic known as tesserae.
Glass was sometimes used to add
bright colours.

GETTY IMAGES X4, ALAMY X1

Larger Roman homes had
multiple pools. One
commonly collected rain
water, while the other was
used as a fish pond or
for bathing.

These artworks reveal incredible details about Roman life

PRACTICALLY PERFECT
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STATUS SYMBOL

E Many Roman mosaics depicted
mythological battles and tales of the
gods. Like paintings, mosaics could
also be commissioned by the wealthy
to depict a family member and show
off their status. If they were a patron of
the gladiatorial games, they might ask
for a mosaic of two gladiators battling
it out in the arena, or a fearsome lion.

INVENTIVE ADVERTS

E Mosaics have also been uncovered
which depict simple scenes of everyday
life or to advertise businesses, such
as this one, which depicts two bread
loaves and a piece of butter with a
knife stuck into it. Mosaics could often
be found on the floors of baths, along
walls or covering entire courtyards in
Roman villas.

These small rooms could
be used as bedrooms,
libraries and meeting
rooms. Bedrooms had
little furniture except a
sleeping couch, a
dressing table and chest.

Public bathhouses in Ancient Rome were the
social hub of every town and city, with every
town having at least one. Many Romans
visited these establishments every day. This
wasn’t only due to a desire to keep clean, but
also so they could keep up with the gossip
and news of the day. It was also somewhere
to be seen, since, as Matyszak points out,
“being bathed was the mark of a civilised
person”. Wealthy Romans often had their
own bathing facilities, but for the sake of
appearances it was important to be seen at
the baths. Politicians used the bathhouses
to persuade others to support them;
businessmen negotiated deals there.
The baths were similar to today’s spas and
saunas, with rooms of varying temperatures
and both hot and cold baths. Some
bathhouses were very luxurious, boasting
libraries and restaurants for socialising, as
well as gymnasiums. In every bathhouse, the
water was heated using a hypocaust – an
inventive type of underfloor heating. The
floors of the bathhouse were built on top of
pillars, leaving a cavity beneath the floor.
Hot air filled this cavity, heating the room or
water above.
Bathers were fully naked while they
enjoyed their baths, and not all establishments
offered separate baths for men and women.
Emperor Hadrian actually tried to ban mixed
bathing, as some visitors were doing more
than just conversing with each other.
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GODS AND GODDESSES

WHO DID
THEY WORSHIP?

RELIGION AND WORSHIP
Prior to adopting Christianity, the Romans worshipped
a multitude of gods and goddesses

Amidst the burgeoning Roman
pantheon, these are five of the gods
and goddesses who had the biggest
influences on Romans’ lives

WORDS: CHARLOTTE HODGMAN

B

efore Christianity was adopted
as the official religion of the
Roman Empire in the 4th
century AD, Ancient Romans
worshipped a multitude of
gods and goddesses – deities who, it was
believed, exercised divine influence over
everything from ensuring a good harvest
and bringing the Sun, to music, war and
the weather. The relationship between
the Romans and their gods was one built
on mutual trust, and an array of rituals
and offerings were regularly performed
to secure the benevolence and
cooperation of the gods, and maintain
the pax deorum (peace of the gods).

JUNO
F Queen

JUPITER
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PUBLIC VS PRIVATE

“One of the big things about Roman
worship, is that it was a state affair, a civic
job”, says historian Philip Matyszak. “You
didn’t necessarily have to believe in the
gods – once you had taken part in civic
ceremonies, you could go home and
worship whomsoever you liked. The gods,
it was thought, simply required you to
attend ceremonies and sacrifices and take
part in religious festivals – this would
maintain the pax deorum and in return
the gods would make sure the rains came
and the city was protected, and so on.
How you worshipped in the privacy of
your home was of little concern.”
As the Roman Empire expanded
and became exposed to deities of other
cultures, the Roman pantheon also
expanded to adopt some of the gods of
those they had conquered - providing that

G King

Sacrifices were a major
part of honouring the
gods. In this bas relief
on the Arch of Marcus
Aurelius, an offering is
made in gratitude
for victory over the
Germanic tribes

Roman Vestal Virgins
make a sacrifice
–possibly of spices –
to their goddess

they fit with Roman culture. Greece, in
particular, had a big influence on Roman
religion: Greek myths were adopted and
Greek gods were often combined with
corresponding Roman gods, as was the
case with Jupiter and Zeus.
“Another interesting thing about the
Romans is that they weren’t interested in
spreading their religion”, says Matyszak.
“They wanted their gods to look after
them and only them. Early Christians,
on the other hand, were highly militant
and refused to attend civic ceremonies,
except perhaps to stand on the temple

steps to insult the Roman gods – breaking
the pax deorum, and, in turn, leading to
Christian persecution.
“Christianity itself started to get a real
toehold in the Empire during the Third
Century Crisis, which was a time of great
political and military upheaval, and saw
towns and cities, such as Epheseus on the
coast of Asia Minor, sacked by barbarian
armies. It seemed to many Romans that
their gods were not protecting them as
they should, so some cities (including
Epheseus) decided to try Christianity
as an alternative.” d

LIFE AS A VESTAL VIRGIN
Selected between the ages of six and ten, the job of the Vestal Virgins was
to keep the hearth of Vesta – the virgin goddess of the home – tending the
sacred fire at the 50-room Atrium Vestae (House of the Vestal Virgins), in
the Roman Forum. Vestal Virgins – taken from patrician families – swore
a 30-year vow of chastity and their careers were divided into three parts:
ten years were spent as initiates, taught by older priestesses; the second
ten years were spent as priestesses, and the final decade was dedicated
to mentoring new initiates. Vestal Virgins enjoyed many privileges not
available to ordinary Roman women, such as the ability to own property
in their own right, some tax exemptions, and emancipation from patria
potestas – the power held over the family by a father or other male relative.

of the gods

Wife – and sister – to Jupiter,
Juno was Rome’s patron
goddess, as well as
the goddess of
marriage and
childbirth. She
was thought to
take special care
of women. A flock
of sacred geese lived
in her temple, on
Capitoline Hill.

MINERVA

G Goddess

of wisdom,
arts, crafts and war

Said to have been born from the
head of her father, Jupiter (after he
swallowed her pregnant mother,
Metis) Minerva was one of the three
most important Roman deities
(along with Jupiter and Juno).
She became patron of the five-day
Quinquatras festival, held in March
at the beginning of the Roman
army’s campaign season, and was
a focus of worship for guilds
of craftsmen.

of the gods

Chief of the Ancient Roman gods, god
of the sky and patron of Rome itself,
Jupiter’s job was to protect the Roman
state. Military commanders would
make offerings to him after success
in battle, while the Temple of
Jupiter, on Rome’s Capitoline
Hill, was considered the city’s
most important religious site.

NEPTUNE
H God

of freshwater, the sea,
earthquakes, hurricanes and horses

Typically pictured with trident and dolphin – in the
style of his Greek counterpart Poseidon – Neptune was
the brother of Jupiter and Juno, and was noted for his
violent temperament and unpredictable nature. The
festival of Neptunalia was held in July at the height of
the summer, when wells and rivers often ran dry.

VENUS
G Goddess

of love, fertility, desire, beauty, victory and patron of
profane wine (wine for everyday human use)

Born from the foam of the sea, Venus was the Roman counterpart to
the Greek goddess Aphrodite. Her month was April – the start of
spring – when various festivals were held in her honour. The Ancient
Romans claimed ancestry with Venus through her son, Aeneas, who
fled to Italy after the fall of Troy.
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ROMAN MILITARY

ROMAN ARMY
The legions of Rome were the
backbone of the Empire, but what
was it like being a soldier?
WORDS: EMMA SLATTERY WILLIAMS
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F

eared across the Empire and
beyond, the Roman Army
was renowned for its discipline
and precision. The famed
legions were one reason
why Rome became so powerful, so
effectively bringing weaker foes under
the mighty banner of Rome.
Soldiers received good pensions,
regular meals and access to high-quality
medical treatment. You had to be a
Roman citizen to join a legion, but that
wasn’t a requirement to join the auxilia,
which fought alongside them. Historian
Philip Matyszak points out the benefits
of joining the latter: “The auxilia were
as good as the heavy infantry of almost
any other nation in the world at that
time. But the auxilia served for a shorter
time, and when they finished their
service, they became Roman citizens.
Lots of people joined the auxilia for
that reason alone.”
To become a Roman solider you had
to be of good character, bring a letter
of recommendation and be in good

physical shape. However, there were
downsides. The period of service was
long – 20 years for legionaries and 25 for
auxiliaries, for example – and soldiers
were not permitted to marry while they
served until cAD 200, in the reign of
Septimius Severus.
What’s more, recruits had to
undergo intense physical training, as
Matyszak explains: “This consisted of
marching very long distances carrying
a heavy pack, jumping over a vaulting
horse while in full armour and practising
with the rudis – a wooden sword that
weighed more than the standard
legionary sword. Recruits had to spend
a couple of hours every day whacking
away at a wooden post just to build up
their arm muscles, so they could last
in combat.”
But this brutal training was for good
reason; Roman soldiers had to be the best
of the best. “The Roman legions went into
battle expecting to win. Their enemies
went into battle expecting to lose”. d

The mammoth wall was built
along the Empire’s northern frontier
Completed around AD 128, this 73-mile stone
wall protected the Roman Empire’s northern
frontier in Britannia. Believed to have been
commissioned by Emperor Hadrian (its
namesake), the wall took six years to build
and was about 3m wide. Stretching from
coast to coast, the wall had a ditch running
along it, as well as forts where solders were
stationed. After the Romans left Britannia,
the wall continued to be manned for a
short while before being left to ruin. Only
ten per cent of the original fortification
can be seen today.
However, the forts along the wall that did
survive have revealed a wealth of information
about the soldiers garrisoned there, including
that they had access to flushing latrines. The
names of some soldiers who built the wall
have also been found inscribed onto stones.
Today, the significance of Hadrian’s Wall
is chiefly historical: despite popular belief,
the wall never played a role in mapping the
border between England and Scotland.

These helmets had cheek guards
to give the wearer extra protection
as well as a trim for the neck and
forehead. A plume of horse hair
was sometimes added to give
extra height or make the soldier
appear more imposing.

SCUTUM

The large rectangular or oval
scutum (shield) was used for
protection, but it doubled up as a
punching weapon. One battle
formation that made use of the
scuta was the testudo (tortoise)
formation – soldiers gathered
close and aligned their shields
both in front and on top to
protect the whole unit from
attacks from the enemy ahead of
them and projectiles from above.
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LORICA

Roman soldiers wore many
different types of armour
– or lorica. The most
recognisable piece consisted
of iron hoops worn around
the torso, but some soldiers
donned chain mail or scale
armour instead. A woollen
tunic was worn underneath
their armour.

BALTEUS

Soldiers wore leather belts
over their armour, which
could hold weapons.
Trousers were not
considered appropriate
attire for soldiers, but
those in colder climates
were allowed short
trousers made of wool or
leather that reached just
below the knee.

The sun shines on a stretch of Hadrian’s Wall at Walltown
Crags in Northumberland; the original wall was 73 miles long

HOW DID THE ARMY FIGHT?
The armies of Ancient Rome were formidable,
flexible, and fierce

Rome’s legions became a
formidable fighting force
– so much so they gained
an aura of invincibility

GALEA

The success of the Roman army owes much to its detailed and
sophisticated command structure, which allowed flexibility
in battle. Its dominance in terms of technology and hardware
came in the form of their weapon choice. “The Romans fought
with a shield in their left hand and a short, stabbing sword held
at hip height in their right”, says Matyszak. “They would advance
shoulder to shoulder upon the enemy like this, stabbing in a
forward and back motion, as one unit. The slightly curved shield
meant that if an injured soldier needed to drop back into the
ranks, he could turn his shield to cover his retreat, as well as
protect the soldier stepping forward to replace him.”

GLADIUS

Measuring 60 centimetres,
this double-edged sword was
normally used for hand-tohand combat. Every soldier
wore this weapon on their
right side so that the entire
legion would thrust their
swords as one.

CALIGAE

These open sandals don’t look
like they’d provide much
support during battle, but the
key is in the design. Made of
soft leather, soldiers could
march in them for miles
without discomfort. Studs in
the bottom gave grip and
were useful for treading on
fallen enemies.
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ROMAN LEISURE
MANY COLOURS

Rome had several chariot
racing teams, sometimes
called factions, which
could be identified by
their colours.

This 19th-century
painting captures the
excitement of a
Roman chariot race

RISKY BUSINESS

GET HOOKED

Rome's Circus Maximus had
capacity to hold 150,000
spectators, but even watching
the races could be dangerous.
In the reign of Diocletian 		
(284-305 AD) a section of
the stands collapsed, killing
around 13,000 people.

If we’ve whetted your appetite for all things Roman, why not explore
the topic further with our selection of books, films and podcasts

BOOKS

FEEDING ON FAME

THE ART OF WOOING
Women were allowed to
attend chariot races and,
unlike at the Colosseum,
men and women could sit
together at the Circus
Maximus. Indeed, the poet
Ovid writes that chariot races
were an ideal place to chat
up women.

NEIGH PROBLEM

Chariots were usually pulled
by a team of four horses
(although two or six horses
could also be used). They
completed seven laps of the
arena (about 8.4 km).

LEISURE AND GAMES
When it came to fun, the Ancient Romans
weren’t all that different from us
WORDS: CHARLOTTE HODGMAN

O

ne of the most enduring
images of Ancient Rome,
and one that has inspired
countless films and books,
is that of the Roman
gladiator fighting for his life in a packed
arena of screaming spectators. But, says
historian Philip Matyszak, gladiatorial
combats weren’t the most popular form
of public entertainment – and they
weren’t even all that common.
“A professional gladiator would
probably expect to fight about two or
three times a year”, says Matyszak,
“and fights to the death were pretty
uncommon. Gladiator schools worked
by the rule of ‘if you break it, you pay
for it’, so if a gladiator were to be killed
in combat, the person staging the games
– the editor – would carry the cost of
replacing him.”
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THE BEAUTIFUL (ROMAN) GAME
The biggest form of public entertainment
in Ancient Rome was chariot racing, and
tens of thousands of people flocked to the
Circus Maximus – the oldest and largest
public space in Rome – to cheer on their
favourite chariot teams. Much like the
football teams of today, charioteers, and
their horses, could become favourites
of the crowd and win large sums of
cash. One of the most famous Roman
charioteers in history was Flavius Scorpus,
a first-century AD slave who rode for the
green faction and accumulated more than
2,000 victories in his lifetime (he died at
the tender age of 26 or 27, although had
managed to buy his freedom).
“Chariot racing was an incredibly
dangerous sport”, says Matyszak. “The
two-wheeled racing chariots, pulled by
two, four or six-horse teams, were light

and smashed easily
in collisions; drivers
could be crushed or
become entangled in
the reins and dragged
to their deaths.”
Ancient Romans tended to work a
four or five-hour day, which left plenty
of time for leisure. Other popular
pursuits included board games,
including a version of chess – the rules
of which, claims Matyszak, no modern
person has been able to work out. As
well as board games, swimming in the
Tiber, exercise and equestrianship
were popular leisure pastimes for
men. Aristocratic women, who
weren’t expected to maintain
peak fitness, attended social
gatherings, or perfected their
spinning or weaving. d

FEROCIOUS FIGHTERS
Gladiators were the celebrities of the
Roman Empire – fit, fast and fearsome
According to the Romans, the first gladiators
were slaves who were forced to fight to the
death at an aristocratic funeral in 264 BC, as
a way of honouring their master's memory.
But as time went on, gladiator fights became
a way for emperors and other rich Roman
citizens to display their wealth and power.
Most, but not all, gladiators were slaves:
free-born men who took the gladiatorial
oath received a handsome down payment.
Styles of fighting and equipment
differed according to the type of
gladiator. The murmillo, for example,
fought with a large, oblong shield, while
the retiarius had only a shoulder guard
to protect him and wielded a trident and
net. But to the working classes, gladiators
were the heroes of the day. Graffiti from
Pompeii attests to their popularity and
celebrity status: “Celadus, suspirium
puellarum” (Celadus makes the
girls swoon).
Each type of gladiator had their own
armour and weaponry

24 Hours in
Ancient Rome

SPQR: A History of
Ancient Rome

By Dr Philip Matyszak
(Michael O'Mara, 2017)

By Mary Beard
(Liveright, 2017)

What was it like to live in one
of the ancient world's most
powerful and bustling cities
– one that was eight times
more densely populated than
modern-day New York? Philip
Matyszak introduces us to the
people who lived and worked
there – from gladiators,
slaves and astrologers, to
medicine women and a
water-clock maker.

Classicist Mary Beard narrates
the unprecedented rise of
a civilisation that even two
thousand years later still
shapes many of our most
fundamental assumptions
about power, citizenship,
responsibility, political
violence, empire, luxury,
and beauty.

Dynasty: The Rise
and Fall of the House
of Caesar
By Tom Holland
(Little, Brown, 2015)
Tom Holland gives a
fascinating portrait of Rome's
first imperial dynasty – from
Tiberius, the great general
who ended up a bitter recluse,
notorious for his perversions,
to Agrippina, the mother of
Nero, who manoeuvered
to bring to power the son
who would end up having her
murdered.

ONLINE AND AUDIO
E The Roman Way (BBC Sounds): Using contemporary accounts from all levels of society, from
senators to slaves, The Roman Way explores different aspects of everyday life in the Roman
Empire. Listen at bbc.co.uk/sounds/series/b00wnmlf

E For podcasts, features, quizzes and more on
the Romans, visit the Roman hub on our website:
historyextra.com/period/roman

WATCH

Meet the Romans
with Mary Beard
(BBC iPlayer) bbc.in/3etkRG9
Mary Beard looks beyond the emperors,
armies, guts and gore to meet the people at
the heart of ancient Rome's
vast empire.

GETTY IMAGES X2, ARCANGEL X1, BBC/LION TELEVISION X1, STARZ ENTERTAINMENT X1

According to one story,
when the crowd grew
restless at Emperor Nero,
who was taking too long to
finish his lunch, he threw
his napkin from the
imperial box as a sign that
he had finished and the
games could continue.

Spartacus
(Streaming on Amazon Prime)
This TV show charts the life of gladiator and
rebel Spartacus, from his incredible journey
from fighting alongside the Romans to
becoming a gladiator, the rebellion he
championed and its ultimate outcome.
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